Charles (Chuck) Noll and Art Routzong Featured Guests at Alumni Meeting
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DAYTON, Ohio, April 24, 1973 --- Charles (Chuck) Noll, Pittsburgh Steelers' head coach, and Art Routzong, Pittsburgh Pirates' treasurer, both graduates of the University of Dayton, will be featured guests when the Pittsburgh Area alumni of UD meet April 30 in Pittsburgh Typographical Hall for their Spring meeting.

The pair, Noll, who graduated in 1953, and Routzong, who received his diploma in 1932, will join the University's new football coach, Ron Marciniak, also a Pittsburgh native, in presenting "The New Football Look At UD". Marciniak is a 1951 graduate of St. Joseph's High School.

The meeting, under the direction of Wayne McClune, UD '54, of Bethel Park, and Paul Dacey, UD '56, of Pittsburgh, has a twofold purpose. The first is to acquaint alumni with the football program at UD and the second is to develop a project-oriented alumni Chapter in the Pittsburgh area.

Jim Hoover, UD's Coordinator of Student Aid & Admissions, will represent the University in explaining the new Admissions procedure which involves alumni as recruiters for students. A special program is being set up in 18 cities throughout the midwest and east.
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